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About This Game

FlyWarzz is a Quad Copter simulator/ multi-player where you can compete in 3 different game play style : Capture the Point,
Flag Races and Co-op ; as well as 3 difficulty modes. Play using your keyboard and mouse or a game-pad controller, the choice

is yours. Gameplay allows up to 4 players on each team ( 8 people total ) or as little as 1 vs 1 and everything in-between.

** Capture the Point ** - 2 teams compete to capture the points spread throughout the map, 2 out of 3 points wins. Use the
Power Ups to hit them with something special

as you dominate the map.

** Flag Races ** - 2 teams compete to get their lead fly to the finish line first. Flag flies can be identified by the smoke trail in
their teams color. Blast enemy flies away from your flag fly, if the flag fly dies a new random flag fly for your team will be

generated.

** Co-op ** - 1 team of up to 8 players will battle it out against web spitting spiders and larva stealing ants to " SAVE THE
BABIES ". Fly over larva to pick up and drop off at the drop off point. Keep ants from running away with your larva by blasting

them and allowing your larva to escape. Kill all the enemies to progress to the next stage.

WARNING:This game has a hard learning curve to master Flying,You may be born a fly but flying is an art form
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Title: FlyWarzz
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Anarquico
Publisher:
Anarquico
Release Date: 3 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (32bit or 64 Bit)

Processor: I3 540 3.06 GHZ or Similar

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Kung Fu Master:
-----=====[ Kung Fu Master (video) ]=====----- 

STAY TUNED!. #MinistryofContests:
��Ten winners are determined.
��Emails were sent to the winners.
��Check your Inboxes (starting with SPAM folder).

If you received an email — do share your emotions in the comments!

. Community Update #1 (version 1.8) has been released:
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Tycoons!
Today we will release the free Community Update #1 (version 1.8) on all platforms.
The new update adds many community-requested features, including new buildings and functionalities to the game.

More details:

New Railway Buildings:. Update 0.9.5 (Bug-fix Update 2):
We got some bug reports through the In-Game Feedback. People were sometimes getting stuck in multiplayer because of the
tutorial overlay. We will try to fix bugs like this as fast as possible. We recommend you to send us as detailed feedback as you
can, as it helps us to fix things quicker. Thanks for helping us squish those bugs!!

Fixes. Want to test our Achievements?:
Dear friends!
We're polishing up a new update for Dwarf Tower that finally includes achievements. If you wish to check them out right now,
you can participate in our beta access program.

To enable beta mode for Dwarf Tower, right click it in your Library -> Properties -> BETAS -> enable beta.

Achievements can only be unlocked in online multiplayer!. Update 22679:
We are very actively trying to resolve multiplayer issues right now. Thanks you Beta testers for all of your help

In this version

Many bug fixes

Introduced 2 new types of Ammo 5.56 and 7.62x54mmR

Remington 700 now takes 5.56 ammo

PKM now takes 7.62x54mmr

SVD now takes 7.62x54mmr
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PKM and SVD now shoot tracer rounds

Cannot open your inventory while swimming

Day night cycle time cut in half

. Calzone Update - Patch Notes:

Steam BuildID: 2693510
AssemblyVersion: 1.0.6680.33897
Codename: Calzone

Dear Players,

after several beta (“Preview”) updates, we now update the main, default version of the game. The Calzone update includes all
fixes and feature updates from our “Preview” - Beta releases from 29th of March - 16th of April. It includes lots of bug fixes,
changes to supply management as well as usability enhancements.

Changes. Iratus: Lord of the Dead Kickstarter is Live! Free Demo Available Now:

 We’re very excited to announce that our Kickstarter campaign is now live!. Patch 1.56:

Floor size is no longer set per area and is picked from a random range. The lower and upper boundary of the range
increase the further you are into the game.

Floor layout style is now randomly selected when your alert level is at or above 5.

Enemies that can parry can no longer parry while the Assassin upgrade is active.

Enemies now get a sweat drop above their head while the Sheriff outfit's badge is active.

Adrenaline Rush no longer takes any upgrade points behind the scenes. It taking up a spell slot is a big enough trade off.
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